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AN ELEMENTARY PROOF OF A RADON-NIKODYM THEOREM FOR FINITELY ADDITIVE SET FUNCTIONS IAN PACHL
Abstract.
In 1967 Charles Fefferman proved a RadonNikodym theorem for finitely additive measures. We give an elementary proof of a generalization of this theorem.
In this paper we give an elementary proof of the Theorem.
Let ¡u, y be real-valued bounded finitely additive set functions on an algebra S of subsets of the set S. Then for every e>0 there exists Afeü and a pi-simple function f on S such that £eZ &£ ç N^\pE\ < e, E e 2 & E g s\N:
iHence there is a pt-simplefunction g with EeL => | yE-y(£ n N)-J£ gdp |< e.)
If y is absolutely //-continuous (i.e., for every e>0 there exists <5>0such that |/«£'|<i3=>|y£'|<e), the Theorem reduces to a result of Fefferman which he proved using functional analysis (see Corollary).
Lemma 1 ("Weak Hahn decomposition").
Let v be a real-valued bounded finitely additive set function on an algebra 2 £ exp S. For every <x>0 there is a 2?e2 iwritten 5(v, a)) such that EeZ&E £ B=>vE> -a, E e~L & E Ç s\B ^ vE < ol. Since 2T=xiyEk-ioik-\)l2ipiS+ó))¡uEk) = yE-$Efd¡u, Lemma 2 is proved. Proof of the Theorem. Let B=Bip, e/8), B'=Biy, e/8), iixE= piEnB), p2E=-piE\B), y1E=yiEr\B') and y2E=-yiE\B') for £e2 ( As Fefferman [1, Lemma 1] has shown, it suffices to suppose that y is finite (instead of bounded).
By the Corollary (if p and y satisfy its hypotheses), there is a sequence {/"} of p-simple functions /" with hmn_x §Efnd¡i,=yE uniformly for £e£ (it was in this form formulated in [1] ).
The following example shows there need not be an increasing such sequence:
S is the set of all natural numbers (^1), 2 is the algebra of all finite subsets of S and their complements, yE = 0, p£ = 2 2"* for finite E, keE yE = 1, p£ = 1 + 2 2~k for infinite E. 
